INTRODUCTION
We shall analyze the use of fully discrete finite element schemes to approximate the time dependent Maxwell équations on a bounded domain The finite element scheme used to discretize m space is the standard Nédélec family of edge éléments for the electnc field and the correspondmg RaviartThomas-Nédélec éléments for the magnetic flux The advantages of these éléments for electromagnetic computations are summarized for example m [3] , To discretize m time, we use a family of implicit schemes based on rational approximations of the exponential of order 2, 3 or 4. Among others, a reason of analyzmg the implicit schemes is that these schemes may be preferred in situations in which the mesh has some irregular tetrahedra (this is often the case with meshes that are generated automatically, even though most tetrahedra may be quite regular) We note however that our analysis can be extended to include explicit schemes also, under of course, a restriction on the stability région of our method. For other implicit and explicit schemes for the time discretization of the Maxwell équation we refer to [1, 17] .
To state Maxwell's équations, let Q cz (R 3 be a bounded, polyhedral, and convex domain with boundary denoted by F and unit outward normal is denoted by n. We remark that the assumption of convexity is necessary for analysis, but not for the successful use of the method in practice. The extension of the method to curved domains is possible but significantly complicates the présentation of the method (see [5] for details of how to define edge éléments on a smooth domain). In the case of a smooth domain the convexity assumption is not needed. We shall also assume that the material contained in Q is non-conducting. Some parts of the paper (in particular the semi-discrete error analysis) can be extended trivially to include conducting media, but the fully discrete time stepping seheme must be modified in that case.
We suppose that Q is filled with a dielectric material have permitivity (or dielectric « constant ») E and permeability /J both of which may be three by three matrix functions of position. We dénote by E = E(x, t) and H == H( x, t) the electric and magnetic fields respectively. These fields satisfy the Maxwell équations in Q :
where E, =|E and H, =|H.
In addition, for simplicity we shall assume that the boundary of Q is perfectly conducting so that
Finally, we need to specify initial data so we suppose that functions E o and H o are known and require that
(where E(0) = E( -, 0) and H(0) = H( • , 0)). On physical grounds, we can assume that In order to handle the case where /J is not a constant function of x it is more convenient to use as dependent variables the electric field strength E and the magnetic flux B. The magnetic flux is given in terms of the magnetic field H by the constitutive relation
Using (5) in (1) to eliminate H, we arrive at the following equivalent équations for E and B :
Our goal for this paper is to develop and analyze fully discrete finite element approximations to the fields ( E, B ) satisfying (2)-(6) for 0 ^ t ^ T where T>0. In order to write down an appropriate variational formulation for the Maxwell system we will need s ui table spaces for the field and flux variables, Thus we recall the standard spaces :
# 0 (curl ; Q) = {u e H(curl ; fl)|u x n = Oon F} » (lb)
Let us now be more précise about the requirernents on the functions e, ju and J. We assume that
and Je C(0, T : (L (Q)) ) (the continuity assumptions are made to allow analysis and can be weakened considerably in practice), The functions e and fjT 1 are assumed to be positive definite and uniformly bounded (above and below) on Ü.
A weak formulation of the system (2)- (6) is
Here B and E are still subject to the initial conditions (3). We will assume that the system (8) has a unique solution smooth enough for the purposes of our analysis. For existence uniqueness of the Maxwell équations see for example [10] . 
In addition (E ;ï , B ft ) satisfy a discrete version of (3) so that and The first part of our paper § 2- § 3 is devoted to analyzing the error in this semi-discrète scheme. We remark that in a previous paper on this type of scheme [14] error estimâtes for the corresponding semi-discrète scheme using H in place of B and constant coefficients 8 and JJ were proved. The novelty of the analysis hère is that it allows variable matrix coefficients (but not y et discontinuous coefficients), Having analyzed the semi-discrète scheme, we formulate a family of fully discrete time stepping schemes in § 4. We analyze the convergence of the fully discrete schemes in § 5, where we prove optimal order error estimâtes. These schernes belong to thc cîass of schemes inùoduced in [2] for the discretization of second order hyperbolic équations. Their construction is based on a choice of a rational approximation of the exponential with certain accuracy and stability properties. Related work includes [13] where similar time stepping schemes were used for the construction of mixed finite element fully discrete schemes for the équations of elasticity, and [1] where an implicit scheme is investigated for the two dimensional analogue of the Maxwell System considered hère. For some computational results with edge/face éléments of the type discussed hère see [12, 11] .
PRELIMINAIRES
In this section we shall summarize the construction and properties of Nédélec's first family of edge finite éléments on a tetrahedral mesh [15] . We note that other families of edge éléments can also be constructed, and could be used for Maxwell's équations including Nédélec's second family on tetrahedra and the first family on cuboid meshes [15, 16] . (Q) . In gênerai we shall dénote the norm on a metric space X by || • \\ x where X can be a space of vector functions. In the case of H(curl ; Q) (see (7)) the norm is defined by
+ II ^ X ll||
In our analysis, we are going to use some weighted L 2 spaces. We define L 2 {Q) and L^-\{Q) to be the Standard L 2 spaces with weights e and JJ~ l respectively. We will dénote their inner products by
and the corresponding norms by
Note that a conséquence of the propertLes of e and JJ~ x is that these norms are equivalent with the Standard L 2 norm. We have already defined some spaces of vector functions in the introduction and so will not repeat them here.
Let {T^ > 0 be a family of tetrahedral meshes of Q where h is the maximum diameter of the tetrahedra in z h . We assume the meshes are regular and quasi-uniform [4] .
In order to define the curl conforming space of Nédélec, we let P r dénote the standard space of polynomials of total degree less than or equal to r, and let P F dénote the space of homogeneous polynomials of order r. Now we define S r e (P,.) 3 and R r <= (P r ) 3 by
For ex ample, if r = 1 then a polynomial p G R } has the form p(x) = a + fxx where a and p are constant vectors [16] . Following [15] , for positive integer r, we define
To define the degrees of freedom in U^ we defme the following moments. If K G r h with genera! edge e and face ƒ and if t is a unit vector parallel to e :
u-tqds Vqe P r _ x {e) for the six edges e of K >,
u) = \ uxnThese moments are defmed if u G ( W M ( /(:) ) 3 for some s > 2. Nédélec [15] shows that the above three sets of degrees of freedom are R r -uni sol vent and curl conforming. Using these degrees of freedom we can defïne an interpolant denoted r^ u e U^ for any function u for which (1Ö)- (12) are deflned. On each K e x h we piek r h n\ K G R r such that
To approximate functions in ^0(curl ; Q) we define U£° ={u,EU;|nx % = 0 on r] .
The constraint n x u^ = 0 on f is easily implemented by taking the degrees of freedom associated with edges or faces on ƒ" to be zero [8] .
The following estimate is known for r^ [15] (for other estimâtes including estimâtes using weaker norms see [8, 5, 14] 
Of crucial importance in our analysis is the fact U£° admits a discrete Helmholtz décomposition. Let An appropriate set of degrees of freedom for this space are the following which are defined for any function v e (// ! (^)) 3 where K e x h : 
In the same way, we can see that
In view of (22) we will see that it sufïïces to carry out the error analysis for the approximation (21) to (8) .
The error analysis of the semi-discrete and fully discrete problems rests on the use of a suitable pair of projections in to the spaces U£ ° and \ h . Following [14] we define first TI h : H( curl ; Q ) -> U£ ° by requiring that if u G //(curl ; Q), then TI h u e U£ is the unique solution of
( n h u, V0" ) = ( u, V(j> h X V0 A e S;-° .
(Here 77^ corresponds to the solution operator for an appropriate discrete static problem.) Existence and error estimâtes for projections of this type (with constant coefficients) have been studied in [15, 6, 7, 14] . Existence and uniqueness are proved by using the Babuska-Brezzi theory of mixed problems where we must use the Freidrichs type inequality proved in [9] for the continuous problem. This inequality can also be proved for the discrete problem following Nédélec's analysis [15] provided the domain and coefficients are such that the following problem of computing w G H( curl ; Q ) such that 
In proving this estimate we use the estimate for the interpolant in (14) . We remark that an almost optimal estimate of this type, but with an improved norm on the right hand side can be proved (see [14] ) but we will not examine that case here. We also need a projection into the space of magnetic fïuxes. So we derkie P h : L*-i ( Q ) -» V^ to be the L*-i ( Q ) projection onto V^ so that for any v e L 2 -\(Q), the function P h v e V^ satisfies
We are only interested in the approximation properties of P h on divergence free vector fields so we shall only analyze this case. Let V = V x H Q (curl ; Q) then if ve V there is a function u e H Q (curl ; Q) such that v = Vxu. In view of the fact that P h v e V£, we know that there is a function u h e U£° such that P h v = V x u^ , we conclude that (27) may be rewritten as
hich is exactly (23a). Thus if we make the arbitrary choice that u h will also satisfy the divergence condition (23&), we may conclude that if v e V, then By virtue of the fact that w^ maps V n (H r (Q)) 3 into Vj, we may estimate the error in the projection P h using (19) as follows (28)
ERROR ESTIMATES FOR THE SEMI-DISCRETE PROBLEM
It will prove convenient (when we come to analyze the fully discrete scheme) to convert the variational équations (9) to operator form. For this we introducé two discrete operators C and C as follows :
Since VxUj° c V^, we have that
and so Hence using (29) and (30), we obtain the operator équation
To obtain an operator form for (9a) we need two more projection operators. and for simplicity we define J h = P h J.
From the above analysis, we conclude that the semidiscrete problem (9) can be written as :
where E h (t) e U£° and B h (t) e V^ for each t. Analogously, using the fact that CE h e V^ and the fact that CÈ^= y we obtain the operator form of (21) The operator % h maps U£ x V^ into itself, and because of the orthogonality in the définition of V^ (see (31)), we can conclude that
We may now rewrite (35) as
and rewrite (36) as
A|^J_CgJ" A j_| h h \ ^ty
The operator % h has useful properties that we describe next. In order to do this, we defme the following inner product on vector functions ), /= 1,2 by vol. 29, n° 2, 1995 with the associated norm
GMO-G)))"
In the above inner-product, % h is anti-symmetric since Now we shall state and prove our theorem concerning the approximation error in the semidiscrete problem (9). 
£) • (tl))) = V

and let (~E h (t),B h (t))
e U r i° xVj be a solution of(_9) then the following error estimate holds with constant C independent of h, T and J for 0 s= t^T:
Remark : This theorem also holds for the more gênerai problem of approximating the solutions E and B of using an obvious extension of (9) provided the necessary smoothness of E is present (hère the conductivity a is a non-negative function of x).
To prove this theorem, we first prove that (43) holds for (21) and then show that this implies (43) in gênerai. To dérive this intermediate result we shall compare the solution of (21) with the couple (£, Ç) defined by l44) where I7 h and P h are defined in (23) and (27) respectively. Our first lemma dérives the équation satisfied by (£,, Ç). 
Next we analyze the first équation in (45). For all ^h e U£ we have (using the fact that Vx«j» s e V^ ) that ( CÇ, <!>") = (Ç, V x ^V , = (P h B,Vx ^V , = (B, V x <!>")"-, = so that C^ = CB .
Furthermore, using <t > = ^ e U£° in (8a) shows that P h (sTL t )-CB = P h J.
Using the above results,
where in the last equality we have used the définition of A h . We will show below that
where P h e is the L Equations (51) and (54) give 187 The same argument as in the proof of the last lemma, via DuhammeFs principle, shows that 9 satisfies (52) so that (53) holds for 9. Standard manipulations now prove the desired estimate. D
FULLY DISCRETE SCHEMES
In this section we shall describe how to discretize the semi-discrete problem (9) in time. It will prove convenient to work from the semi-discrete équations in operator form given by (38).
To discretize (38) we use a rational approximation of the exponential as in [13] . Let 
By the correct choice of p and q we can obtain a number of interesting schemes [13] Method 
Motivated by (56) and using (57) to replace second derivative terms, we arrive at the a fully discrete approximation to (8 Remark : Our error analysis covers explicit schemes too. In particular, the scheme (58) is explicit if q x = q 2 = 0. In this case (55) should be replaced by |r(z)| ^ 1, ze (-ia, ia), a > 0. Then the stability of the scheme in this case will be ensured provided that kh~ l remains smalL
ERROR ANALYSIS OF FULLY DISCRETE SCHEMES
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem which gives convergence results for the fully discrete method. We also will state and prove a corollary of this theorem that covers the practically useful case. THEOREM 5.1 : Suppose that E and B are solutions of (8) with the regularity : Proof : By expanding (69) using the définitions of 8ft and £ƒ we may write
We study each term on the right hand side of this expansion. First we study the term multiplying k on the right hand side. So we define
UJl -«"«--ft » j-
Using (46) we have :
Cr = -C • (75)
Now using (47) we have that CÇ" = CB( f n ), and hence from the second équation of (8) we have that for \j/ A e U£°M where P h is the (L 2 (Q ) ) 3 projection on U£ and P h g is the L F (Q) projection°h is the (L(Q ) ) projection on U£ and P h g on U£ °. Now since P h £ E, e U£ ° we have where W" = C(P A c -/) E,(r n ) and W" can be estimated as follows. Using the définition of C we have^^) l|W"ll t ;. 1(O) .
So that for some positive constant C, 
HW'V, (e) ^ CIKP^-/)^^)!!^^,^
